1. MAD® Mystix, Longshank Hook, and shrink tube are essential for this tactical rig.

2. Cut a piece of Mystix rig link in the length of your own preference.

3. Tie a little loop on one end of the braid.

4. To get the optimal hair length, put on the bottom bait and the pop-up on the hair already.

5. Slide a small piece of rig tube on the rig braid.

6. Slide the piece of rig tube on the shank of the hook.

7. Now pull the boilies towards the hook bend until the hair has the ideal length.

8. Slide a piece of shrink tube over the line and the eye of the hook (if you like, you can add a line aligner effect like shown here).

9. Check if the hooking effect of the rig is optimal by sliding off your hand.

10. Tie a loop knot on the end of the rig to connect to either a quick® change or a normal swivel.

11. To keep the rig line neatly pinned to the bottom, put a piece of tungsten putty on the braid.